LINKS, 9/26/11
It looks like the CIA may have gotten hit by
another double agent in the attack on its Afghan
station yesterday.
“What is unique in the Obama administration is
their decision that in spite of the
disagreements on the political level, the
military and intelligence relationship which
benefits both sides will not be spoiled by the
political tension,” the former head of Israel’s
military intelligence is quoted by Eli Lake as
saying, in an article describing Obama’s
approval of bunker-buster sales to Israel.
A Tiny Revolution chronicles how Lewis Powell
Jr’s plan for a right wing conspiracy is being
renamed, “Attack of the American Free Enterprise
System.”
This great piece on Countrywide’s retaliation
against whistleblowers says that one woman wrote
Angelo Mozilo describing fraud in mortgage
origination in March 2007, and another did so
sometime before November 2007. How is it, again,
that DOJ decided not to file criminal charges
against him?
Reuters continues its excellent series on how
corporations use secrecy jurisdictions. This
installment? How what gets incorporated in Las
Vegas–and Nevada generally–stays secret in Las
Vegas.
Steven Aftergood notes that the CIA has
classified–and, on that basis, refused a FOIA in
its entirety–on its investigations of climate
change.
Note: I realized today I never posted a links
post I started last week. So these are, uh,
dated. But all still worthwhile.
I have been meaning to write about the Solyndra
faux scandal but haven’t gotten to it.
Thankfully, Kate Sheppard made one of the points
I’ve been meaning to make–with visuals! That is,

if you want to see a real scandal, not some
penny ante pipsqueak faux scandal, you’re gonna
have to look at DOD boondoggles like ballistic
missile defense or the F-35.
Stephen Walt, in a perhaps self-congratulatory
piece, argues that Tom Friedman only discovered
the Israel lobby because there have been glaring
spotlights focused on it finally (largely by
Stephen Walt).
Sony, whose incompetence exposed 100 million
customers to data breach earlier this year, is
now making people sign away their right to sue
Sony in a class action.
Justin Elliott reports that the Obama
Administration is seeking a waiver on human
rights related trade restrictions with
Uzbekistan. We’re doing this not because
Uzbekistan has cleaned up its act, but because
Pakistan is no longer that reliable an ally, so
we need another supply chain into Afghanistan.
But as former British Ambassador to Uzbekistan
Craig Murray argues that the effort will be
counterproductive.
Here’s a cool visualization of where the
population centers of the world are and what the
lifestyle there is. Make sure to click through
to see what each of those lifestyles entails.

